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Reading guide 
This manual is intended for existing, new and potential users of the F2 Merge module. The manual contains a short introduction and a general description of the functionality and configuration of the F2 Merge module. 
Commands (i.e. the buttons you should click on) are displayed in bold. Any reference to a field or a list is displayed using “quotation marks”. 
Where the document refers to further documentation, this is indicated in italics. 
The manual features a number of screenshots to help you easily find the described functions. Screenshots with lines and associated text show you where to click in F2. An area, framed by a blue line, identifies an area with several functions. 
Enjoy.  
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Introduction to the F2 Merge module 
The F2 Merge module allows you to merge data from F2 or phrases from a separate phrase archive in to Microsoft Word templates. The purpose of the module is to simplify and streamline the creation of standardized documents as well as making identical records with different affiliated participants possible. 
By using merge fields, information from the participant register, as well as metadata from the F2 solution installed, can be inserted directly into documents. By doing so, the user will be able to create address fields, case headlines or the like in an easy and effective way, resulting in valuable time-saving as well as increased document quality. 
Merging works by attaching a document from a template to a record. This template will contain one or more merge fields, which depending on the template code will gather information from the participant register, metadata or the phrase archive.   
The ability to understand this manual requires a general knowledge of the F2 Desktop. Furthermore, it is required that the user has a basic understanding of how Word templates work in general. 
The manual will first give an introduction to merge fields and phrases and the related semantics and syntax as well as a description of the maintenance of F2 templates in the database. 

 These paragraphs mainly address the people working with creation and maintenance of templates.  
Thereafter, the manual will focus on how to attach a template document to a record as well as merging this document to case parties and participant types. 

 These paragraphs address all users of F2 working with document generation. 
Finally, a number of examples will demonstrate the use of merge codes, followed by an explanation of how to extract existing merge fields. 
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Introduction 
A merge code is the text inserted into a template that defines what kind of information or phrase the user wishes to include and where it should be presented in the document template. In general, there are four main types of merge codes: 

1) Merging of record information 2) Merging of case information 3) Use of merge codes when copying records 4) Use of merge codes when making a phrase merge. 
The syntax of using merge codes follows a continuous form. The code always starts with a “$” followed by the desired code. Examples: 

 dossier for record information  case for case information  mergeparty if a merge is to be done using record copying, and  phrase when making a phrase merge. 
followed by the name of the field or phrase you wish to include in the template and completed by typing “$” at the end of the code.  
Between each link of the code, a “_” is inserted. This means that a merge code, where the name of the person responsible for the record is to be inserted into the document, which would look like this: 

 $dossier_responsiblename$ 
The separation for phrase merge is a bit special, since the separation between the type and the name of the phrase is executed by a “:”. A phrase code will look like this: 

 $phrase:phrasename$ 
The relationship between merging phrases and merging fields will always be that phrases are merged before merging codes, which means that phrases can contain merge codes.  
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Figure 1: Merge overview, flow 

If a merge code refers to an empty metadata field, the text string will be removed and the space with the code will be empty in the created document.  
Templates 
F2 Merge module makes it possible to merge data from F2 into Microsoft Word templates. Templates are placed in the F2 database by activating templates in the settings ribbon. 

 
Figure 2: Access to templates from desktop 

Here, you are presented to the option of viewing existing templates as well as adding new templates to the database (templet overview). Where you can place templates depends on the rights you are assigned to in F2.  
The template itself is created outside of F2 and imported through the window as demonstrated below.  

Templates 
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Figure 3: View and create templates 

By right-clicking on a template folder, you are able to add new templates. Regular users only have the right to add personal or custom unit templates, while users with the rights to change and maintain the template database, including administrators and business administrators, are authorized to add, edit and delete templates in the different template folders.   

 
Figure 4: Add template 

Attach from template 
Templates with merge fields are attached directly to the record, just like any other template using the Attach from template option in the ribbon. When a template with merge fields is attached to a record, all information from the record or case specified in the template will be added to the merge fields of the document generated. 

 
Figure 5: Attach from template 
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After clicking Attach from template, a template is selected from the same window as shown in Figure 3: View and create templates. 
Use of merge codes (example) 
Below is a table, showing examples of merge fields and their respective metadata values in F2. 
Merge fields used for a letter template: 
Merge field F2 content 
$dossier_party_1_name$ Name of party 
$dossier_party_1_address1$ 1 address of party 
$dossier_party_1_postalcode$   Postal code of party 
$dossier_party_1_city$ City of party 
$dossier_f2casenumber$ Case number 
$dossier_sendername$ Name of case manager 

The example below shows a letter, which is being sent to a single addressee (the record participant). 

Note: Templates will merge information from the record and case when the document is added to the record. Therefore, it is important that the case and the record have all the relevant information specified, for the merge to be successful. Later changes in the metadata will not appear in the generated document.  
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Figure 6: Letter template for single party showing merge fields 

If the above template is created with: 
 Case manager = Dieter Davidsen  Case number = 2016 – 22  Record party = Hugo Hugosen  Record party address = 140 Brompton Rd, London SW1X 7XL 

the letter attached to the record will look like this: 
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Figure 7: Letter generated through letter template with merge fields 
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Copy to case participants (multiple recipients) 
The F2 Merge module does also support the generation of letters to multiple participants at the same time by using the same letter template. However, the process is somewhat different, compared to templates with only one participant. Partly because merge fields are different and partly because the process of generating multiple letters at the same time in F2 is different. 

1) First of all, all involved parties must be assigned to the case. The required information regarding the parties involved must be created in the F2 participant register and appear on the case as well.  
The figure below shows the case window with three participants assigned in the field “Case parties”. 

 
Figure 8: Assigning case parties 

2) The selected template must include the corresponding merge fields. When the template is used for more than one participant all merge fields must start with “mergeparty”  See example below: 
Merge field F2 content 
$mergeparty_name$ Name of party 
$mergeparty_address1$ 1 address of party 
$mergeparty_postalcode$   Postal code of party 
$mergeparty_city$ City of party 
$dossier_f2casenumber$ Case number 
$dossier_sendername$ Name of case manager 

Case Parties 
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Below is the same letter template used as above, this time with “mergeparty” merge fields. This time however, to generate the same letter to all the listed participants in the case.  

 
Figure 9: Letter template with multiple recipients 

3) Generating a letter to multiple participants simultaneously starts by attaching a letter template to a record by clicking Attachments and Attach from template in the ribbon. 

Note: The merge field for “Case number” and “Name of case manager” stays the same (“dossier”), because they remain the same in every letter. Only the information regarding participants changes. 
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Figure 10: Attach template to record 

Unlike before, when we attached our letter template with merge fields to the record, F2 Merge module will not automatically generate any letters at this point. This, due to the fact that there are now multiple participants of the letter. Instead, the preview of the document will show the letter template with the merge fields still visible (mergeparty) as shown below: 

 
Figure 11: Merge participant template preview 

Record is attached to a case Attach from template 
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4) The record with the letter template is saved and then reopened again. To generate letters to multiple participants, click Copy Record, followed by Merge to case parties as demonstrated below. 

 
Figure 12: Merge to case parties 

5) When Merge to case parties is selected, the window below will open allowing you to select which of the cases participants you wish to merge. 

 
Figure 13: Choose case parties 

F2 Merge module will generate one record for each selected party. 
6) Select the participants and decide, whether the individual participant automatically is to be set as an email recipient of the new record. Furthermore, you can decide, whether the case shall stay open and if the merged participant is an involved participant.  

Below follows an example where “Set party as recipient” and “Set party as involved party” is selected. As mentioned before, there will be generated one e-mail record per participant. 
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Figure 14: New e-mail records attached to case 

The generated e-mail records will all be attached to the same case and each one of them will contain a copy of the attached document. 
After this each record can be sent to its respective recipients.  
Participant types 
Parties can be assigned to specific participant types. For each participant type, there is a number of matching merge fields, making it possible to refer directly to the different participant types in the templates. If a party has a participant type assigned to him/her, this participant type will merge with the participant type field codes. 
Participant types are assigned to a party in the case window. 

 
Figure 15: Participant types 

For more information regarding participant types in F2, read the acquisition module F2 Participant types. 
  

Participant types 
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Configurable merge codes 
Some merge codes can be configured to present information in the format requested.  
An example of this is the merge codes for date fields. If a record’s letter date is merged to a document, the merge code is $dossier_letterdate$ and the date will by default be presented in the format dd-mm-yyyy.  
However, if you want the format to be mm-dd-yyyy, this can be accommodated by changing the merge code to:  
$dossier_letterdate.date(“MM-dd-yyyy”)$.  
For more information regarding configuration of the date view, go to: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/8kb3ddd4(v=vs.110).aspx  
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Extract existing merge fields 
In-time changes or additions can occur in the merge fields used in F2 (the database) and it is therefore important to extract available merge fields periodically. 
An extraction of these merge codes is generated in the same way as the letter extractions described earlier in this manual. First, a Word template containing nothing more than the merge code $all_keys$ is established.  
Once this template is attached to a record as a Word document, this document will list all available merge codes in F2 at the time of the document creation.  
At times, it can be a bit difficult to identify the exact merge code needed (many pages) and it is therefore recommended to fill out as much metadata on the case and record as possible before attaching the template, since the information in these fields will appear next to their respective merge codes.  
The following is an excerpt of such an extraction: 
case_responsible_0_sendbyemail: dossier_sender_0_mailserveraccountid_org: dossier_responsible_0_nameandemail_org:Anders Andersen (Anders.A@cbrain.com) dossier_approvedandreturned: dossier_responsible_0_initials: mergeparty_mailserveraccountid:$mergeparty_mailserveraccountid$ dossier_responsible_0_type_org:CaseWorker dossier_dossierondesktop:True dossier_requisitiondeadline: dossier_responsible_0_longname:Anders Andersen dossier_sender_0_dossierread_org: case_lastupdatedbyusername:Anders Andersen dossier_sender_0_dossierreadbyuserorg: dossier_createdbyuserid:637864 dossier_introducedepname: mergeparty_updatedbyname:$mergeparty_updatedbyname$ mergeparty_activelocation:$mergeparty_activelocation$ dossier_dossiertype:DraftDossier case_responsible_0_postalcode_org: 
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Appendix 
Examples of merge fields 
The table below shows selected merge fields from a record. Each of the field names in the column “Field name” can be prefixed with dossier. The column “Full field name” shows how the field name has been prefixed with the record type. The column “Value” shows how the field is referred to using dollar merging.  

Field name Full field name Value 
Access dossier_accesstype $dossier_accesstype$ 
Record type dossier_documnenttype $dossier_documnenttype$ 
Responsible dossier_responsiblename $dossier_responsiblename$ 
Bcc dossier_bccreceivernames $dossier_bccreceivernames$ 
Letter date dossier_letterdate $dossier_letterdate$ 
Cc dossier_ccreceivernames $dossier_ccreceivernames$ 
SSN/CVR No. dossier_cprnumber $dossier_cprnumber$ 
My deadline dossier_mydeadline $dossier_mydeadline$ 
Keyword dossier_keywords $dossier_keywords$ 
Remind date dossier_reminddate $dossier_reminddate$ 
Flag dossier_myflag $dossier_myflag$ 
From dossier_sendername $dossier_sendername$ 
Deadline dossier_deadline $dossier_deadline$ 
Id. No. dossier_documentnumber $dossier_documentnumber$ 
Journalized dossier_isjournalized $dossier_isjournalized$ 
Locked dossier_locked $dossier_locked$ 
Received date dossier_mailreceiveddate $dossier_mailreceiveddate$ 
Created by dossier_createdbyusername $dossier_createdbyusername$ 
Created date dossier_createddate $dossier_createddate$ 
Personal control dossier_caseworker $dossier_caseworker$ 
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Field name Full field name Value 
Case help dossier_casehelp $dossier_casehelp$ 
Status dossier_status $dossier_status$ 
Previous case number dossier_previouscasenumber $dossier_previouscasenumber$ 

To dossier_receivernames $dossier_receivernames$ 
Title dossier_title $dossier_title$ 
Undefined  $dossier_undefined$ 

 
Merge fields from case 
The table below shows selected merge fields from a case. Each of the field names in the column “Field name” can be prefixed with case_. The column “Full field name” shows how the field name has been prefixed with case_. The column “Value” shows how the field is referred to using dollar merging. 

Field name Full field name Value 
Case title  case_title $case_title$ 
Case number case_f2casenumber $case_f2casenumber$ 
Deadline case_deadline $case_deadline$ 
Suppl. Case manager case_supplcaseworkers_0_name $case_supplcaseworkers_0_name$ 
Suppl. Case manager case_supplcaseworkers_1_name $case_supplcaseworkers_1_name$ 
Keyword case_keywords $case_keywords$ 
Status case_status $case_status$ 
Previous case No. case_previouscasenumber $case_previouscasenumber$ 
SSN/CVR No. case_cprcvrnumber $case_cprcvrnumber$ 
Responsible case_responsiblename $case_responsiblename$ 
Progress code case_progresscode $case_progresscode$ 
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